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The Nobel Prize laureate, economist Harry Markowitz, is reported to have said,

“diversification is the only free lunch” in investing. His seminal work in portfolio

optimisation in 19521 highlighted that assets with low correlations can reduce portfolio

volatility. In other words, for a given level of risk, adding uncorrelated assets to a

portfolio can potentially increase expected returns.

 

Finding low correlation assets can be a challenge. Bonds and equities traditionally have

low correlations, making them the starting building blocks for portfolio construction.

Commodities also have a low correlation with bonds, making them another great candidate

to add to a portfolio.

 

Carbon markets are also a low-correlation asset (that is, they have low correlations to

equities, bonds and commodities) that can help in the optimisation of portfolios.

 

What are carbon markets?What are carbon markets?22

 

Regulated or compulsory carbon markets are mechanisms that governments have implemented

to provide a market-based solution to their decarbonisation efforts. In these mechanisms

(so-called Emission Trading Systems or Cap and Trade systems) governments set maximum

greenhouse gas emissions caps and issue allowances to firms operating in the various

industries covered by their schemes. At the end of a compliance year, the firms must

surrender enough allowances to cover their emissions produced during the year. These

allowances are tradable in the secondary market (before surrendering them to the

government), allowing firms that find decarbonisation expensive and difficult to buy

more allowances, and firms who find it easier to decarbonise to monetise their

allowances. By design, as the caps fall each year, the government-set emissions will

fall. The allocation of that cut in emissions is efficient, as it is borne by the firms

facing the lowest cost of abating.

 

Alongside a secondary market in these allowances, there are futures markets on

allowances. The futures markets can be used by commercial hedgers and

investors/speculators alike. Carbon allowance futures are an emerging asset class.

 

The two largest carbon markets in the world are the European Union Allowances and the

California Cap and Trade market. Together they accounted for over 90% of the value in

global carbon markets in 20223.
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Low correlationsLow correlations

 

Looking at these two carbon markets, we can see a very low correlation between them and

traditional asset markets: equities, bonds and commodities (Figure 1). EU Allowances

(EUAs) have a particularly low correlation with other assets. California Carbon

Allowances (CCAs) have a slightly higher correlation with US and global stocks, but

still considerably lower than the correlation between broad commodities and these two

equity markets.

 

Surprisingly, the correlation between EUAs and CCAs is very low at 0.23. That compares

to a correlation of 0.74 between S&P 500 (a US equity benchmark) and MSCI Europe (a

European Benchmark). Such low correlations indicate that both carbon markets could be

considered simultaneously as options to make a portfolio more efficient.

 

Figure 1: Correlation matrixFigure 1: Correlation matrix

CCACCA = Solactive California Carbon Rolling Futures TR Index; EUAEUA = Solactive Carbon Emission Allowances Rolling

Futures TR Index; S&PS&P = S&P 500 Total Return Index; MSCI ACWIMSCI ACWI = MSCI All Country World Index (includes developed

and developing countries); CommodityCommodity = Bloomberg Commodity Total Return index; MSCI EuropeMSCI Europe = MSCI Europe Total

Return; Global Aggregate BondGlobal Aggregate Bond = Bloomberg Global Aggregate Index TR Index

Weekly returns from 02/01/2015 to 16/06/2023, based in unhedged local currency

Source: WisdomTree, Bloomberg, Includes backtested data. Solactive California Carbon Rolling Futures TR Index live

date is 14/12/2022 and backtest has been calculated inhouse. Solactive Carbon Emission Allowances Rolling Futures

TR Index live date is 03/08/2021. You cannot invest directly in an index.You cannot invest directly in an index.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and any

investments may go down in value.investments may go down in value.

  

Pushing out the frontierPushing out the frontier

 

Markowitz introduced the concept of an efficient frontier. Increasing risk (measured by

standard deviation of returns) is usually associated with higher expected returns.

Portfolio allocations that generate higher risk without higher returns are inefficient.

In Figure 2, each dot represents a portfolio combination and plots the risk (in standard

deviations) and expected annualised returns. The edge of the scatter plot of risk and

return represents the ‘efficient frontier’. The dark blue dots are a portfolio of

equities, bonds and commodities with varying degrees of weights (and commodities are

capped at 30% of the portfolio).

 

If we add EUAs to that portfolio (with a max weight of 5%), that shifts the entire

scatter plot upwards and to the left, with the edge being markedly higher. That is, for

each level of risk, there is a higher return profile when including EUAs. For example,

for a portfolio volatility of 10%, you could increase your expected returns to 4.97%

from 4.09% by adding EUAs (Figure 3).
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Adding CCAs to that portfolio (with a max weight of 5%) also shifts the plot upwards,

but by a marginal incremental amount. Because of CCAs’ low correlation with EUAs, there

is still some benefit to adding it to a portfolio in addition to EUAs. For example, for

a portfolio volatility of 10%, you could increase your expected returns to 5.02% (from

4.97%) by adding CCAs to a portfolio of equities, bonds and EUAs.

 

Figure 2: Mean-variance analysis with carbon marketsFigure 2: Mean-variance analysis with carbon markets

CCACCA = Solactive California Carbon Rolling Futures TR Index (SOLCARBT). EUAEUA = Solactive Carbon Emission Allowances

Rolling Futures TR Index (SOLCCATR).EquityEquity = refers to the MSCI ACWI Net Total Return (NDUEACWF). CommodityCommodity =

Bloomberg Commodity Total Return index (BCOMTR). BondBond = Bloomberg Global Aggregate Index TR Index (LEGATRUU).

Weekly returns from 01/01/2015 to 30/04/2023, based in USD unhedged.

Source: WisdomTree, Bloomberg, Includes backtested data. Solactive California Carbon Rolling Futures TR Index live

date is 14/12/2022 and backtest has been calculated inhouse. Solactive Carbon Emission Allowances Rolling Futures

TR Index live date is 03/08/2021. You cannot invest directly in an index.You cannot invest directly in an index.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and any

investments may go down in value.investments may go down in value.

 

Figure 3: Expected returns on portfolio at different levels of risk andFigure 3: Expected returns on portfolio at different levels of risk and

portfolio compositionportfolio composition

CCACCA = Solactive California Carbon Rolling Futures TR Index (SOLCARBT). EUAEUA = Solactive Carbon Emission Allowances

Rolling Futures TR Index (SOLCCATR). EquityEquity = refers to the MSCI ACWI Net Total Return (NDUEACWF). CommodityCommodity =

Bloomberg Commodity Total Return index (BCOMTR) BondBond = Bloomberg Global Aggregate Index TR Index (LEGATRUU).

Weekly returns from 01/01/2015 to 30/04/2023, based in USD unhedged.
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Source: WisdomTree, Bloomberg, Includes backtested data. Solactive California Carbon Rolling Futures TR Index live

date is 14/12/2022 and backtest has been calculated inhouse. Solactive Carbon Emission Allowances Rolling Futures

TR Index live date is 03/08/2021. You cannot invest directly in an index.You cannot invest directly in an index.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and any

investments may go down in value.investments may go down in value.

  

ConclusionsConclusions

 

Diversifying with low correlation assets provides the only ‘free-lunch’ in the world of

investing. Carbon markets have a very low level of correlation with traditional assets

and, therefore, make great candidates for diversification. The various carbon markets

around the world also have a low level of correlation between themselves meaning several

carbon markets could be considered for inclusion.

 

SourcesSources

1 Markowitz, Harry. “Portfolio Selection.” The Journal of Finance, vol. 7, no. 1, 1952,

pp. 77–91. JSTOR.

2 For a fuller description of carbon markets please visit: https://www.wisdomtree.eu/en-g

b/strategies/carbon.

3 Source: Refinitiv Carbon Market Year in Review 2022, published February 2023.

 

Related blogsRelated blogs

+ What’s Hot: Fit for 55 on the cusp of becoming law

+ California Carbon Allowances have the potential to help the state meet higher climate 

targets

 

Related productsRelated products

+ WisdomTree Carbon (CARB/CARP)

+ WisdomTree California Carbon (WCCA/WCCP)

View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree Ireland Limited, which is authorised

and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. 

Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree UK Limited, which is authorised and

regulated by the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority. 

WisdomTree Ireland Limited and WisdomTree UK Limited are each referred to as

“WisdomTree” (as applicable). Our Conflicts of Interest Policy and Inventory are

available on request. 

For professional clients only. Past performance is not a reliable indicator ofFor professional clients only. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of

future performance. Any historical performance included in this document may befuture performance. Any historical performance included in this document may be

based on back testing. Back testing is the process of evaluating an investmentbased on back testing. Back testing is the process of evaluating an investment

strategy by applying it to historical data to simulate what the performance ofstrategy by applying it to historical data to simulate what the performance of

such strategy would have been. Back tested performance is purely hypotheticalsuch strategy would have been. Back tested performance is purely hypothetical

and is provided in this document solely for informational purposes. Back testedand is provided in this document solely for informational purposes. Back tested

data does not represent actual performance and should not be interpreted as andata does not represent actual performance and should not be interpreted as an

indication of actual or future performance. The value of any investment may beindication of actual or future performance. The value of any investment may be

affected by exchange rate movements. Any decision to invest should be based onaffected by exchange rate movements. Any decision to invest should be based on

the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after seekingthe information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after seeking

independent investment, tax and legal advice. These products may not beindependent investment, tax and legal advice. These products may not be

available in your market or suitable for you. The content of this document doesavailable in your market or suitable for you. The content of this document does

not constitute investment advice nor an offer for sale nor a solicitation of annot constitute investment advice nor an offer for sale nor a solicitation of an

offer to buy any product or make any investment. offer to buy any product or make any investment. 

An investment in exchange-traded products (“ETPs”) is dependent on the performance of

the underlying index, less costs, but it is not expected to match that performance

precisely. ETPs involve numerous risks including among others, general market risks

relating to the relevant underlying index, credit risks on the provider of index swaps

utilised in the ETP, exchange rate risks, interest rate risks, inflationary risks,

liquidity risks and legal and regulatory risks. 

The information contained in this document is not, and under no circumstances is to be

construed as, an advertisement or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of

shares in the United States or any province or territory thereof, where none of the

issuers or their products are authorised or registered for distribution and where no

prospectus of any of the issuers has been filed with any securities commission or

regulatory authority. No document or information in this document should be taken,

transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the United States. None of the

issuers, nor any securities issued by them, have been or will be registered under the

United States Securities Act of 1933 or the Investment Company Act of 1940 or qualified

under any applicable state securities statutes. 

This document may contain independent market commentary prepared by WisdomTree based on

publicly available information. Although WisdomTree endeavours to ensure the accuracy of

the content in this document, WisdomTree does not warrant or guarantee its accuracy or

correctness. Any third party data providers used to source the information in this

document make no warranties or representation of any kind relating to such data. Where

WisdomTree has expressed its own opinions related to product or market activity, these

views may change. Neither WisdomTree, nor any affiliate, nor any of their respective

officers, directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any

direct or consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its contents. 
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This document may contain forward looking statements including statements regarding our

belief or current expectations with regards to the performance of certain assets classes

and/or sectors. Forward looking statements are subject to certain risks, uncertainties

and assumptions. There can be no assurance that such statements will be accurate and

actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements.

WisdomTree strongly recommends that you do not place undue reliance on these forward-

looking statements. 

Jersey ETCs Issuer Jersey ETCs Issuer 

The products discussed in this document are issued by WisdomTree Commodity Securities

Limited (the "Issuer"). The Issuer is regulated by the Jersey Financial Services

Commission. Investors should read the prospectus of the Issuer before investing and

should refer to the section of the prospectus entitled ‘Risk Factors’ for further

details of risks associated with an investment in the securities offered by the Issuer. 

 

WisdomTree Commodity Securities Limited - CarbonWisdomTree Commodity Securities Limited - Carbon

Securities issued by the Issuer are direct, limited recourse obligations of the relevant

Issuer alone and are not obligations of or guaranteed by Citigroup Global Markets

Limited (“CGML”), Citigroup Global Markets Holdings Inc. (“CGMH”), Merrill Lynch

International ("MLI"), Bank of America Corporation ("BAC") or any of their affiliates.

Each of CGML, CGMH, MLI and BAC disclaim all and any liability whether arising in tort,

contract or otherwise which they might have in respect of this document or its contents

otherwise arising in connection herewith. 

Solactive AG ("Solactive") is the licensor of Solactive Carbon Emission Allowances

Rolling Futures Index (the "Index"). The financial instruments that are based on the

Index are not sponsored, endorsed, promoted or sold by Solactive in any way and

Solactive makes no express or implied representation, guarantee or assurance with regard

to: (a) the advisability in investing in the financial instruments; (b) the quality,

accuracy and/or completeness of the Index; and/or (c) the results obtained or to be

obtained by any person or entity from the use of the Index. Solactive reserves the right

to change the methods of calculation or publication with respect to the Index. Solactive

shall not be liable for any damages suffered or incurred as a result of the use (or

inability to use) of the Index. 

WisdomTree Commodity Securities Limited – California CarbonWisdomTree Commodity Securities Limited – California Carbon

Securities issued by the Issuer are direct, limited recourse obligations of the relevant

Issuer alone and are not obligations of or guaranteed by Citigroup Global Markets

Limited (“CGML”), Citigroup Global Markets Holdings Inc. (“CGMH”), Merrill Lynch

International ("MLI"), Bank of America Corporation ("BAC") or any of their affiliates.

Each of CGML, CGMH, MLI and BAC disclaim all and any liability whether arising in tort,

contract or otherwise which they might have in respect of this document or its contents

otherwise arising in connection herewith. 

Solactive AG ("Solactive") is the licensor of the Solactive California Carbon Rolling

Futures ER Index (the "Index"). The financial instruments that are based on the Index

are not sponsored, endorsed, promoted or sold by Solactive in any way and Solactive

makes no express or implied representation, guarantee or assurance with regard to: (a)

the advisability in investing in the financial instruments; (b) the quality, accuracy

and/or completeness of the Index; and/or (c) the results obtained or to be obtained by

any person or entity from the use of the Index. Solactive reserves the right to change

the methods of calculation or publication with respect to the Index. Solactive shall not

be liable for any damages suffered or incurred as a result of the use (or inability to

use) of the Index. 

For Investors in Switzerland For Investors in Switzerland 

This document constitutes an advertisement of the financial product(s) mentioned
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herein.  

 

In Switzerland, this communication is only targeted at Qualified Investors. In Switzerland, this communication is only targeted at Qualified Investors. 

The prospectus and the key investor information documents (KID) are available from

WisdomTree’s website:  https://www.wisdomtree.eu/en-ch/resource-library/prospectus-and-

regulatory-reports 
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